Technical Talks - Industry

- **Enterprise Search: Issues, Challenges and Opportunities** by Dr. Vasudeva Varma, Associate Professor, IIIT Hyderabad on **20th January 2011** at Oracle, HITEC City

- **Cloud Computing: What’s next?** by Mr. Ramesh Loganathan, VP Products & Managing Director, Progress Software India, **30th June 2011** at Oracle, HITEC City.

- **Project Management 101 - Overview and Certifications** by Mr. Rahul Dronamraju, Tachyon Communications Inc., **7th July 2011**, Progress Software, HITEC City
Technical Workshops & Colloquiums

- 1st Workshop on "Web Services: Architectures, Design and Deployment", SR Engg College, Warangal, 5th March 2011
- 2nd Workshop on "Web Services: Architectures, Design and Deployment", SNIST, Hyderabad, 20th March 2011
- 3rd Workshop on "Web Services: Architectures, Design and Deployment", BITS Pilani, Hyderabad, 26th March 2011
At the Web Services/Distributed Computing Workshop at SR Engg College, Warangal
At the Web Services/Distributed Computing Workshop at SNIST, Hyderabad
What’s next in Cloud Computing, Industrial Lecture, Ramesh Loganathan
A section of the audience during the Cloud Computing talk.
Planned events

- Hands on Ruby on Rails workshop, first week of August.
- Hands on Mobile Apps code lab, last week of August.
- Advanced Project management with focus on Agile methodology.
- Monthly technology centric evening lectures.
Approved CS Student Chapters - 2011

- Aurora Technological Research Institute, Uppal
  - Inauguration of the new Chapter: 29th July 2011

- Muffakham Jah College of Engineering & Technology
  - Inauguration of the new Chapter: 23rd July 2011

- Vignana Bharathi Institute Of Technology
  - Inauguration of the new Chapter: 16th July 2011

- Sreenidhi Institute Of Science and Technology
  - Early August
Potential CS Student Clubs/Chapters

- BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus
- Padmasri B V Raju Institute of Technology
- DADI Institute of Engineering & Technology
Key Supporting Organizations

IIIT, Hyderabad

Association for Computing Machinery

Google

IEEE Computer Society

PROGRESS SOFTWARE

ORACLE

TATA Consultancy Services

Redpine Signals
IEEE Computer Society Chapter
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